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BackgroundBackground
Juvenile Justice Issues



Who Enters the SystemWho Enters the System



High Rates of TraumaHigh Rates of Trauma



Juvenile Court Processes Juvenile Court Processes 



Juvenile Dispositions Juvenile Dispositions ‐‐
EffectivenessEffectiveness



Multiple Public SystemsMultiple Public Systems

Special 
Education Mental Health 70% 50-70%

25%  -
70%Child Welfare



North Carolina Issues?North Carolina Issues?
(1)  Use the handout to complete the list of possible 

issues lawyers for juveniles face in NC.

(2)  Rank the issues from most important/problematic 
to least.  



Historical ContextHistorical Context

The Juvenile Justice Pendulum



History of Juvenile JusticeHistory of Juvenile Justice
DISTINCT ERAS IN JUVENILE JURISPRUDENCE:
Common Law
Rehabilitation - 1899 
Constitutional rights - 1966 
Punishment - 1980s 

NEW FOCUS: 2005  
Adolescent development/brain science



Common law Common law 
Under 7 – can’t be guilty of a felony
Older than 14 – treated as an adult
7-14 – “if it appear to the court and 
jury, that he . . . could discern between 
good and evil, he may be convicted 
and suffer death.”



Common LawCommon Law



1899 1899 –– First Juvenile CourtFirst Juvenile Court

8-year-old boy charged with stealing a bicycle – 1910.  



1960s 1960s ‐‐
ConstitutionalizationConstitutionalization

Kent v. United States, 
383 U.S. 541 (1966)

In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 
(1967)

McKeiver v. 
Pennsylvania, 403 U.S. 
528 (1971)



1980s1980s‐‐90s 90s ‐‐
CriminalizationCriminalization



Advocacy FrameworkAdvocacy Framework

Supreme Court Cases Addressing 
Adolescent Development



Adolescent Development Adolescent Development 
and the Supreme Courtand the Supreme Court

Source:  Paul Thompson, Professor of Neurology, UCLA School of Medicine



Roper v. SimmonsRoper v. Simmons,,
543 U.S. 551 (2005)543 U.S. 551 (2005)

Categorical rule under the Eighth Amendment.
No death penalty for offenders under 18 at time of 
crime
Opens the door to adolescent development 
arguments.  Characteristics of youth:

1. Immaturity of judgment

2. Susceptibility to peer pressure 

3. Transient developmental phase



Immaturity of Judgment:  Immaturity of Judgment:  
Perceptions of threatPerceptions of threat

Lau JY, et al. Distinct neural 
signatures of threat learning 
in adolescents and adults. 
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 
2011

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21368210
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21368210
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21368210
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21368210


Susceptibility to PressureSusceptibility to Pressure

Margo Gardner & Laurence Steinberg, “Peer Influence on Risk‐Taking, Risk 
Preference, and Risky Decision‐Making in Adolescence and Adulthood:  An 
Experimental Study.” 14 Developmental Psychology 625‐35 (2005) .



Susceptibility to PressureSusceptibility to Pressure



Growth and DevelopmentGrowth and Development
The period is transitional because it is marked by 
rapid and dramatic change within the individual in 
the realms of biology, cognition, emotion, and 
interpersonal relationships….  

The criminal careers of most violent juvenile 
offenders span only a single year.

• Laurence Steinberg and Elizabeth Scott, Rethinking Juvenile 
Justice (2000).

• Richard A. Mendel, Less Hype, More Help: Reducing Juvenile 
Crime, What Works – and What Doesn’t 15 (2000).



Graham v. FloridaGraham v. Florida
130 130 S.CtS.Ct. 2011 (2010). 2011 (2010)

No juvenile life without parole in non-homicide 
cases

Reiterates the three characteristics of youth raised 
in Roper

Underscores scientific underpinning, influence of 
adolescent development

Focus on capacity of youth to grow and mature.



Miller v. Alabama, 
132 S. Ct. 2455 (2012) 

Statutory scheme can’t mandate life without parole 
sentences for juveniles.

Such sentences should be “uncommon.”

“The evidence presented to us in these cases 
indicates that the sci-ence and social science 
supporting Roper’s and Graham’s conclusions have 
become even stronger.”



Miller v. Alabama, 
132 S. Ct. 2455 (2012) 

Mandatory JLWOP “precludes consideration of his 
chronological age and its hallmark features —
among them, immaturity, impetuosity, and failure to 
appreciate risks and conse-quences.”



Miller v. Alabama, 
132 S. Ct. 2455 (2012) 

“It prevents taking into account the family and home 
environment that surrounds him—and from which he 
cannot usually extricate himself—no matter how bru-tal 
or dysfunctional.”

It neglects the circumstances of the homicide offense, 
including the extent of his participation in the conduct 
and the way familial and peer pressures may have 
affected him. 

it ignores that he might have been charged and 
convicted of a lesser offense if not for incompetencies
associated with youth



Safford v. ReddingSafford v. Redding, , 
129 S.Ct. 2633 (2009)129 S.Ct. 2633 (2009)

Strip search for
Prescription 
Ibuprofen violates
4th Amendment

Court 
underscores
adolescent 
vulnerability

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9QQCiT1e_w



J.D.B. v. North CarolinaJ.D.B. v. North Carolina



The Reasonable JuvenileThe Reasonable Juvenile

“[A] reasonable child subjected to police questioning 
will sometimes feel pressured to submit when a 
reasonable adult would feel free to go.”



Advocacy Advocacy 
OpportunitiesOpportunities

Relying on Adolescent 
Development Research



AssaultAssault



Running Away from Running Away from 
PlacementPlacement



Threats Threats 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MT-jtNXjgmI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MT-jtNXjgmI


Other opportunitiesOther opportunities
Reasonable person standard (self-defense, defense 
of property, defense of others, duress)

Knowledge standard for intent

“Cooling off” period for manslaughter



Self Defense Jury Self Defense Jury 
InstructionInstruction

In determining the defendant’s 
position under the circumstances 
that existed at the time of the 
alleged offense you should 
consider all the circumstances 
that relate to the defendant’s 
situation, including his age at the 
time. 



SelfSelf‐‐Defense Jury Defense Jury 
InstructionInstruction

The standard involving children relates 
to a reasonable person of like age, 
intelligence and experience.  You can 
draw upon your common knowledge 
and experience as well as the 
testimony received during the trial, in 
determining whether the beliefs of the 
defendant were reasonable for a 
person of his age at the time of the 
alleged offense.



School Arrests and School Arrests and 
Searches Searches 



Trauma and Adolescent Trauma and Adolescent 
DevelopmentDevelopment



Trauma and HyperTrauma and Hyper‐‐
ArousalArousal

Trauma can have physiological consequences:

Traumatized youth may:
Be on constant alert
Over-react to signs of danger
Overreact to normal situations
Have difficulty with attachment and trust
Have difficulty focusing or complying with 
expectations and instructions



Applications of Trauma Applications of Trauma 
ResearchResearch

Likely not as useful in “reasonable person” standard
May be useful as applied to offenses with mens rea
of intent, knowledge, recklessness.
May be useful at disposition.



ContactContact
Jessica Feierman

Juvenile Law Center
1315 Walnut Street, Suite 400

Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 625-0551

jfeierman@jlc.org

mailto:jfeierman@jlc.org
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